
 

 

 

– Action Alert –  

Tell Governor Dayton and the Legislature to Make it Right: 

Fund Corridors of Commerce for Greater Minnesota Projects 

This Year 

On Tuesday, the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) announced that 

U.S. Highway 14 expansion would not receive any of the $400 million the Legislature 

appropriated to the Corridors of Commerce program last year. In fact, all four of the 

projects that were selected for funding, including the two “Greater Minnesota” projects, 

are in the metro area or immediately adjacent to it. None of the funding will be spent 

more than 40 miles from downtown Minneapolis.  

We are extremely disappointed, but there are steps Governor Dayton and the 

Legislature can take in the next two weeks to make it right.  

The House of Representatives recently passed a transportation bill that includes an 

additional $155 million for Corridors of Commerce. The Senate’s companion bill 

includes no new money for the program, but these bills will soon be headed to 

conference committee to work out the differences.  

Act Now: Urge Governor Dayton and Legislature to Fund Corridors of 

Commerce for Greater Minnesota Projects 

We need you to make your voice heard! Tell Governor Dayton and the Legislature to 

make it right by directing the entire next round of Corridors of Commerce funding to true 

Greater Minnesota projects. Urge them to include at least $155 million for Corridors of 

Commerce in their final transportation bill this session and to direct all of that funding 

toward Greater Minnesota projects like Highway 14.   

Please call or email: 

• Governor Mark Dayton: email contact form, 651-201-3400 or 800-657-3717 

• House Transportation Committee Chair Paul Torkelson: 

rep.paul.torkelson@house.mn, 651-296-9303 or 888-727-3891 

https://mn.gov/governor/contact-us/form/
http://www.house.leg.state.mn.us/sendmail/mailtomember.aspx?id=15304


 

 

• Senate Transportation Committee Chair Scott Newman: 

sen.scott.newman@senate.mn, 651-296-4131 

• House Speaker Kurt Daudt: rep.kurt.daudt@house.mn, 651-296-5364 or  
800-710-7642 

• Senate Majority Leader Paul Gazelka: sen.paul.gazelka@senate.mn,  
651-296-4875 

• Your own senator and representative: Who Represents Me? 
 

More Info 

For more information about Corridors of Commerce, and to see the list of projects 

chosen for funding, visit: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/corridorsofcommerce/ 

Questions? 

If you have any questions about this action alert, contact Shane Zahrt at 

SAZahrt@flaherty-hood.com or 651-259-1906. 
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